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ISABELLE TAOUREL

NI D’ICI NI D’AILLEURS

10.01.13 - 16.02.13

SERGEI ISAKOV

UN JARDIN EN HIVER

THIS DOUBLE EXHIBITION IS BUILT AROUND 
ISABELLE TAOUREL’S AND SERGEI ISAKOV’S 
RECENT WORKS. 

UNDER THE GENERIC TITLE “NI D’ICI NI 
D’AILLEURS”, ISABELLE TAOUREL FOLLOWS 
THE LINE OF “PAYSAGE DE L’EXIL”, WITH 
“EXIL ZINC”, “ANTHROPOS”, “PAR-ÊTRE” 
AND “COMMENT DIRE” SERIES.

WITH “UN JARDIN EN HIVER”, SERGEI 
ISAKOV SHARPENS AND STRENGTHENS HIS 
PERSONAL AND TIMELESS VISION OF THE 
WHITE LANDSCAPE.

IN 2011, SERGEI ISAKOV HAS INVITED 
ISABELLE TAOUREL TO SHARE THE WHITE 
THEME, WHICH LED MARTINE LERUDE TO 
SAY: “WAS THERE ANY TALK BETWEEN THE 
PHOTOGRAPHER AND THE PAINTER? OR IS 
THIS A FICTION AROUSED BY THE MEET-
ING OF A SAME RADICAL NATURE IN EACH 
OTHER’S WORK?”



Isabelle Taourel, untitled, partial view, Exil Zinc serie, oil on zinc
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Free as a storm

Isabelle Taourel set off again on exile roads...
First of all, vastness, sky and sea are mixed up. Horizon of 
nowhere, grey on grey. Where to go, unless going straight ahead, 
over there, towards a continuously unattainable freedom?
On makeshift boats, dented airplanes, here they are, those men 
who left everything behind for promise lands. Our fellows, our 
brothers. We look so much the same!
 
«I am not only me», said Isabelle Taourel at that moment, in order 
to mark the occasion. Sceptical, she added: «Why do we look at 
others as foreigners? Why isn’t there any bit of ourselves saying 
we are foreigners too?»

Here they are and they introduce themselves. Pictures of non-
identity. Total eclipse of faces. Who are these men about whom 
nothing is know, about whom we don’t want to know anything? 
Four shots for a shadow, and then they’re gone.
- Identity papers?
- No...
- Get lost!

Black of photo-booths. Unknown foreigners. Denial to see. Denial 
to understand.

«I am not only me». Isabelle Taourel irradiates blacks, any black 
of the world, in a multitude of hues. «Who else than me would say 
the other?»

Again, the sea, on small zinc plates. Shroud of white waves. Foam 
of nights, in an exile night-time. Songs of Maldoror: «Ancient 
ocean, you are the symbol of identity...» And then, later on: «As 
free as a storm, it beached, one day, on indomitable beaches of its 
dreadful will. It fears nothing, unless itself!» Suddenly, the man 
appears. Once, twice, thrice. Black at fi rst. Before getting dressed. 
Hidden and buried face, for fear of being recognised, clothes are 
alive. No need to say who you are, clothes speak for yourself. 
Festive costumes, colours, life is back. Hope... One day though 
we’ll have to leave. Go back to the desert, either willingly or by 
force, see the stones again, fi nd the last disseminated traces of 
life on the ground. Mankind is not only itself. Again, Lautréamont: 
«Mankind and I, shutting away in limits of our intelligence (...), we 
move away, with hate trembling, by taking two opposite ways, as if 
we wounded each other with the tip of a dagger (...), myself, alone 
against humanity.»

Like a rolling stone…

Cross deserts, huge and ravaged plains. High winds are coming, 
at other shores. On the other side of the sea. Change of point of 
view. Our story is theirs; their story is ours. Question of otherness.
And if we were looking at these men coming to us? 

Franck Nouchi

BLANC ET BLANC

ISABELLE TAOUREL’S PAINTING SEEMS TO 
ANSWER THE DRY AND INFINITE WHITE, WHICH 
ENDS THE SERIES OF SERGE ISAKOV’S PHOTOGRA-
PHIES, THANKS TO THE THICKNESS AND MOVE-
MENT OF A WHITE OCCUPIED BY LIGHT; MOVING 
AND EVASIVE LIGHT, THOUGH HITTING US, AND 
TAKING US IN ITS OWN GAME.

WHITE OF WHICH WAVES AROUSE A SERIES 
OF MOMENTARY, ANACHRONISTIC AND SECRET 
IMAGES.

OFTEN INTIMATE, A WHITE OPENING THE 
MEMORY. - I AM FILLED WITH THE MEMORY OF 
THIS RADICAL WINTER LIGHT, WHICH WHITENED 
THE FROZEN LAKES OF BERLIN AND BROUGHT TO 
LIGHT THE UNEXPECTED VIOLENCE OF A SHINING 
WHITE WITH THOUSANDS OF COLORS.

LIVING WHITE OF ITS INTERNAL MOVEMENT, 
FROM LIGHT AND EXPECTATIONS ITS CREATES:  
AN IMMATERIAL JOY COMING FROM FAR AWAY, 
FROM EVERY PAINTING SEEN AND FORGOTTEN, 
AND FROM THOSE OF WHICH IMAGE REMAINS 
PRECISE, INTACT. 

FOUNDING WHITE CARRYING ALL THE HISTORY 
OF PAINTING.

OLD MELODY OF A CHILD SONG OR LYRICAL 
ABSTRACTION PROMISING THE COMING COLOUR.

Martine Lerude

Isabelle Taourel, Paysage blanc, mixed media on paper

Isabelle Taourel  was born in 1960.  After university, 
she learnt patina and wall fresco techniques. Since 
1995, Isabelle Taourel has been dedicating herself to 
painting and engraving. Her «Paysage de l’exil» series 
was exhibited at LWS gallery in 2010.

Isabelle Taourel, ni d’ici ni d’ailleurs



Sergei Isakov, untitled, 2010, gelatin silver print
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For his second personal exhibition at LWS gallery, this collec-
tion of works entitled «Un jardin en hiver» represents for Sergei 
Isakov «an attempt to move even further away from the concrete 
and fi xed daily reality, to approach what represents the essence 
and spontaneity of existence».
 

By observing and paying attention to minimal movements 
and insignifi cant topics, the photograph catches what seems to 
be ordinary which, for an instant, through a light, angle or fate, 
highlights the unreal dimension suitable to bring a feeling back 
to life or a buried, forgotten or dreamed memory. In an ancestral 
language, almost poetic, the reactivation of sensible stamps opens 
the door to Proust’s spell of recollection, to an enchanted and 
dreamlike universe, an imaginary garden. Aware that intimate rea-
lity only discloses when the unexpected suddenly appears in the 
usual, the regular, Sergei Isakov is not trying to impress the viewer 
by force of a topic. He gets rid of arguments and illustrations, 
although applicable to photography, to seek for buried feelings in 
what we can analyse: the charm of an embankment in the mist, 
the last breath of a house just before it goes down. Messengers of 
premonitions, apparitions and evocations, images create «worlds» 
of fi ctions and imagination and draw a new sensible plate between 
the eye and the soul. This searching for another reality level may 
remind the approach of movie director Andrei Tarkovsky, essential 
inspiration for the artist, who was making himself the sets of his 
movies so that they best suited his vision.

Sergei Isakov’s desire to capture spontaneity and to pass it on 
without any trace of human intervention determines his technical 
and creative choices.  He only uses his view camera (8x10 inches) 
with natural light. He favours an intense refl ection leading to 
a precise work of shooting and makes the decisive choice of a 
contact print, a printing technique of direct contact between the 
fi lm and the photosensitive paper, without an enlarger. You must 
see the structure erasing for the benefi t of sensitivity, he says, and 
building the pace inside the composition, on contrasts of blacks 
and whites, which let appear the development of a life inside the 
image.  

Sergei Isakov, untitled, 2010, gelatin silver print

Sergei Isakov was born in 1974 in the Urals, Western 
Siberia. He is one of the leading fi gures in Russian 
photography. Infl uenced by sober constructive forms 
freed from any remarks, his work is anchored in 
the silence and the evocative power of the image. 
In January 2010, an exhibition in Paris introduced 
photographs from his «Les Routes blanches» series. 
In June 2011, his fi rst personal exhibition in France, 
«Vorkouta, nuit polaire», gathered fascinating views of 
a ghostly city where lines, forms and lights redesigned 
its history, in a biased reality.

Sergei Isakov, un jardin en hiver

“IN A “POLA NIGHT” ATMOSPHERE, THE COLLECTION AROUSED AN
UNFORGETTABLE FEELING, ALMOST VISIBLE FOR LABORS OF LOCAL
REALITY, SO DIFFERENT FROM THE ANGELIC AESTHETICS OF NIVAL
WHITENESS. WITHOUT DOUBT, I FELT THAT SERGEI WAS AN ARTIST
WITH A RARE SENSITIVITY. […] LET HIS MINIMALIST PHOTOGRAPHIES, 
AWFULLY BEAUTIFUL, TAKEN IN THE WHITE HELL OF POLAR VOID
TELL YOU THE REST.” 

BOGDAN KONOPKA, IN FOTOGRAFIA MAGAZINE N°38, MAI 2012.


